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 A convenient sample of 260 male undergraduates 

aged between 17 and 33 was asked to participate 

voluntarily in the study and completed a self-reported 

questionnaire.

 Confidentiality and anonymity were ensured. Data 

was collected during class time and testing sessions 

lasted around 35 minutes. Each student received a 
survey pack with an informed consent.

Introduction

• Depressive symptomatology will mediate the

relationship between BID and DE (Hypothesis 1)

• Depressive symptomatology will mediate the

relationship between strategies to change muscle and

weight, and DE (Hypothesis 2)

• Depressive symptomatology will mediate the

relationship between Media Influence (MI) and DE

(Hypothesis 3).

• This is the first to explore the psychosocial predictors

of DE in a sample of Middle-Eastern males and to

explore the mediating effect of depressive

symptomatology on DE.

• Nurses could assess psychopathology indicators,

and in particular depressive symptoms in males,

once they detect that strategies to lose weight are

being applied, as a preventive measure against

distorted eating.

• Clinically, it is important to pay attention to behaviors

among males that aim at becoming thinner through a

change of eating patterns, food choice, and exercise.

Such behaviors are indicative of worry and concern

about losing weight, which can lead to negative

feelings. Those feelings can, in turn, result in

emotional eating, which is ultimately a risk factor for

eating disorders/

• Findings from this study bring attention to the impact

of media and importance of restructuring the

perceptions of an “ideal” male figure that directly

impacts males’ emotional functioning, which reflects

in emotional eating patterns.

Conclusions

 It was previously believed that DE primarily affects

women and the vast majority of DE research focused

on females.

 However, recent studies have suggested that DE

symptomatology (emotional, restrained and emotional

eating) may be underestimated in the male population.

 Indeed, over the last decade, it was revealed that a

substantial number of men suffer from DE and ED

(Eating Disorders) and that up to 25% of all individuals

with ED are males. Moreover, a recent review paper

revealed that 42-45% of individuals engaging in binge

eating were males; as were 28-100% of individuals

who regularly purged.

 This is the first study to investigate psychosocial

predictors of DE in a sample of Middle-Eastern males,

thus findings will provide prevalence data about DE

behaviors in this context.

 The present study examined depressive

symptomatology as a potential mediator of the

relationships between body image dissatisfaction,

strategies to change muscle and weight, media

pressure, and DE in male young adults.

Methods

Hypotheses

*

Results

 Path analyses indicated that media pressure and 

strategies to decrease body weight had direct positive 

effects on depressive symptomatology (β = .85 and 

.18, respectively), which in turn predicted emotional 

eating. 

 Media pressure had a direct positive effect on 

emotional eating (β = .57), whereas strategies to 

decrease body weight did not exhibit a direct effect on 

emotional eating (β = - .16 with 95% CI - .47 - .15).

 The link between media pressure, strategies to 

decrease body weight and emotional eating was 

partially mediated by depressive symptomatology. 

 The full model provided an acceptable fit to the data: 

CFI = .99, TLI = .99 and RMSEA = .01 with PCLOSE 
of .45 (figure 1). 
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Figure1: Structural model with standardized path

coefficients of Emotional Eating via Depressive

symptomatology. *p < .05. **p < .01.


